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About CIBART 

 
CIBART is the largest group working on bamboo in India. The work done by CIBART and its 

network of daughter organizations in Tripura & Maharashtra (Konkan region) and projects 

directly implemented in Gujarat (funded by Govt. of Gujarat), in Himachal Pradesh (DRDA, 

NABARD, DIC, DWDO and various), in Rajasthan (INBAR), in Uttar Pradesh (TATA 

TRUSTS), in Maharashtra (TATA TRUSTS), NE States (Assam, Tripura, Nagaland – INBAR) 

has provided robust models of scale that are being replicated and nationally recognized. The 

CIBART group of state-level NGOs include the Konkan Bamboo and Cane Development 

Centre (KONBAC) in Maharashtra, and the Tripura Bamboo and Cane Development Centre 

(TRIBAC) (received National MSME award). In addition, CIBART supported the setting up of 

Native Development Services, Madhya Pradesh, which focuses on livelihood finance.  

 

Over the past 15 years, CIBART has developed in-house expertise in: large scale bamboo 

plantation; bamboo enterprises development in all product segments (craft, furniture, flooring, 

paneling, construction, boats, among others); new technologies for creation of rural jobs; 

introducing higher value-added stages in production and sales of all bamboo products; 

institutional development with NGOs. CIBART has promoted inclusive social enterprises 

which have won national and international recognition; and development and strengthening of 

financing systems, technical assistance, impact assessment and networking.  

 

CIBART’s operational projects are i) Bamboo Livelihoods Business Enterprise Project in three 

districts in South Gujarat supported by Tribal Development Department, Government of 

Gujarat ii) Bamboo Resource development in Northern flood plains in Uttar Pradesh  with Sir 

Dorabji Tata Trust iii) Introducing and Popularizing Pre-fab Bamboo Buildings in India with Sir 

Ratan Tata Trust, iv) Product Development and Market Assessment of bamboo boards using 

Indian Species by NavajbaiRatan Tata Trust v) Common Facility Centre in Bagthan, Sirmour 

District, Himachal Pradesh supported by DC (Handicrafts), Government of India iii) Common 

Facility Centre in Konkan, Kudal, Maharashtra supported by DC (Handicrafts), Government of 

India iv) Charcoal briquetting proposals in Vyara, Gujarat & Abu Road, Rajasthan supported 

by INBAR and v) Biomass Gasifier Implementation in Abu Road, Rajasthan supported by 

INBAR and several  training projects supported by Government departments, DRDA, 

DIC,NABARD and NBM in Himachal Pradesh. 

 

Centre for Indian Bamboo Resource and Technology (CIBART) is a not-for-profit section 25 

co. registered under Indian Companies Act, working as a dedicated agency for bamboo 

development in India. It has strengths in various functional areas such as resource 

development and management, monitoring and evaluation systems, product design and 

development, enterprise development, training on crafts making, training on furniture making, 

nursery development, technology transfer and community development.  

 

About Training of Trainers  

 
Training of Trainer (ToT) programmes are critical to enhance levels of skills by providing 
artisans knowledge of how to use new technical and design interventions, and how to train 



others to exponentially spread skills and knowledge, over a widening area, over a period of 
time. 
 
The Kerala State Bamboo Mission proposes that CIBART conducts a ToT programme using 
their training infrastructure in Gujarat and Trainer Master Craftsmen there to train 15 artisans 
affiliated to the Mission in the areas of furniture making and building structures and 
construction. These Master Craftsman level artisans are skilled: they use pressure vacuum 
treatment in products and structures made by them. This ToT programme, therefore, will be 
an advanced level of training over a period of 15 days.  
 
There will be15 artisans attending, of which eight master craftsmen will be trained in 
furniture/new marketable furniture making, and seven will be trained in building structures and 
construction. 
 
The training will assess the skill gap of the artisans from the Mission. It will cover the design 
process and creating components – from conceptual drawing to preparing each component – 
using a step-wise process for both building structures and construction, and furniture making. 
 

ToT Programme objectives 

 
The primary aim of this ToT is to offer design led advance training workshop in Bamboo 
adopting “Training of Trainers (ToT) approach for the identified bamboo master craftsmen of 
Kerala with good level of skills, by giving value addition through technical and design 
intervention with necessary skills and design knowledge; so that they would be able to extend 
their learning and train other artisans in their home land to set in motion the process of 
spreading skills and knowledge having a multiplier impact over a period of time. 
 
Specific objectives are:  
 

• To provide training on bamboo furniture/new marketable furniture to eight master 
craftsmen and enhance their skills. 

 

• To provide training on building structures and construction to seven master craftsmen 
and enhance their skills. 

 

• To enable them to train artisans working in the same area when they return to Kerala. 
 

• To increase their competitiveness and learning on new product development. 
 

• To increase their product base particularly to cope with new product demands. 
 

 
 

Major Activities undertaken during ToT Programme are as under : 
 

Introduction,Orientation & Inauguration  

 
Team of Craftsmen from Kerala State Bamboo Mission including Member Secretary Mr. 
Santosh Kumar have arrived on 7thFebruary 2018 at Ukai Training Centre of CIBART, located 
in Ukai village, Songadh taluk in Tapi district. 
 



All Artisans were accommodated at Training Centre Guest House of CIBART early in the 
morning. On the first day all Master craftsmen from Kerala reported at CIBART Training Centre 
at 9.00 am.  Detail Introduction session was organized first where all craftsmen and CIBART 
Artisans interacted with each other to be familiar with each other as for next 15 days they will 
have to work closely with each other. Individual Introduction given by all crafts worker where 
they told about their work, area and skills they have acquired while working with bamboo and 
about the type of bamboo work they have already done.   
 
Inauguration of ToT was done on 7th February 2018 where Mr.S. Santhosh Kumar, Member 
Convener, KSBM Kerala, Mr. Kalpesh Dhodia, Project Manager, CIBART, Mr. Mahesh R 
Kurmi, Programme Manager, CIBART, Ms. Isha Dhingra, Architect, CIBART remain present 
in the inauguration session. Inauguration was done with lighting of lamp by crafts men of 
KSBM. 
 
Mr. S. Santhosh, Member Convener, KSBM has explained about the objectives of the ToT 
and efforts of Kerala State Bamboo Mission for the development of Bamboo sector in Kerala 
state.  He also explained about the objective of Training of Trainers organized with CIBART 
especially in new product development and bringing finishing and perfection in products. 
 
Mr. Kalpesh Dhodia, Project Manager, CIBART gave detail information on CIBART and its 
activities in Gujarat as well as in other parts of the country. He also explained about training 
objective and facility available at Ukai Unit and also about the Kotwaliya community involved 
in bamboo livelihoods in Gujarat and how the diversity products introduced for this basket 
weaving community and skills enhanced from basketry to furniture and to construction 
techniques. He also explained about the type of bamboo with which CIBART work in Gujarat 
and its availability in locally and the channels established with NE states for sourcing bamboo 
of specific species for specific purposes. 
 
After Introduction and inauguration of ToT programme all craftsmen were given orientation of 
various tools and Machinery including Vacuum Treatment Plant to treat bamboo poles, 
available at Ukai unit. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Work Division for Construction and Furniture Making. 

 
During the Planning of the ToT it was decided that 7 craftsmen will be trained for Bamboo 
Building techniques /Structural components and construction of a pilot structure.  While 8 
craftsmen will be trained for Bamboo furniture making.  According to this, two groups were 
formed one for bamboo construction and one for bamboo furniture making. 
 
 

Training for Furniture and Construction: 

 
For Furniture group two products i.e Bamboo School Desk & Box Sofa Chair were finalized 
and Bamboo construction Group has finalized the construction of Bamboo Gazebo of size 
10x10 ft. ; Within furniture group two sub groups were formed so that two different groups work 
on each product as was finalized. 
 
The first step taken was for selection of bamboo according to need of the Product both for 
furniture and construction of gazebo. By following all steps for making of bamboo furniture 
craftsmen started working on furniture making and simultaneously second group for bamboo 
construction has also started working of drawings as well as on various steps like straightening 
of bamboo and making of various parts like making of Column, Purline, Rafters required for 
construction of Gazebo. 
 
Mr. Lasabhai Kotwaliya was imparting training to both groups on furniture making who is 
master trainer of CIBART Ukai Unit. CIBART's Architect and Mr. Vashiyabhai Kotwaliya 
imparted the structures training. 
 

Visit to Bamboo Artisan Village (Patharda Village Visit) 

 
On 14th February a visit to nearby village named Patharda was organized where all craftsmen 
were taken.  This tour was organized to the community location where the kotwalia community 
members engage in making baskets and other products and to witness the traditional bamboo 
houses built by using bamboo with mud. This exposure was given an opportunity to 
understand about the Kotwaliya community and their craft skill which they use for making of 



traditional bamboo products like Bamboo Baskets, Mats , craft artifacts etc. It was very 
interactive tour where Craftsmen took the round of village and also interacted with traditional 
bamboo artisans who were making bamboo products, they were also taught about the 
traditional bamboo house made by kotwaliya community and application of bamboo in 
traditional houses. 
 
 

 
 

                                                      
 

 
 
 

Visit to ASPEE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY, NAVSARI &  BAMBOO HOUSE 

On February 17th, the group of Artisans from Kerala State Bamboo Mission went to explore 

some of CIBART’s previous works along with the CIBART staff including Mr. Kalpesh Dhodia 

(Project Manager), the master artisans and Ms. Isha Dhingra (Architect). The goal of this 

exposure tour was to give the artisans an insight of the bamboo construction styles other than 

what they have worked with in Kerala. The visit started with ‘The Bamboo House’ in Navasari, 

which was built by CIBART in March 2017, followed by a few other iconic Villas that were 

developed by the same builder for the purpose of events gatherings. 



‘The Bamboo House’ in particular was a great case study for the master craftsmen came for 

ToT, since CIBART’s master trainers present in the tour were also the part of the team of 

artisans who constructed this Villa. There were a lot of discussions about their doubts and 

opinions about the design concepts, materials and joineries, while Mr. Kalpesh gave a tour of 

the two bedroom house built entirely using mud and bamboo, along with other bamboo 

landscaping elements such as boards, outdoor seating, lamps and the main gate. They 

studied and appreciated the striking bamboo furniture, the ceiling work and wall art done by 

the women artisans during the construction. The artisans had two teams in this workshop, one 

working with the Bamboo furniture and the other working with the Bamboo building 

construction; and the tour to this villa benefitted both.  

They were shown around the rest of yet-to-be developed site along with the model of the 

master plan, in which the order of more bamboo gazebos and huts is given to CIBART after 

the success of ‘The Bamboo House’ designed and developed.  It gave them an insight of the 

market trends, being a first-hand example of no matter how small a project is, if done with 

sincerity and passion, gets noticed, further helping in entering the market. 

Another such Villa was also visited. The purpose of the visit to this villa, even though not being 

built by bamboo was to make them understand about its great design aesthetics, structural 

details and construction styles using other much used materials as well, such as glass fibre, 

timber, different types of roofing sheets and impressive landscaping elements. 

The team then carried on to ASPEE College of Horticulture and Forestry where a lecture from 

Prof. Jayesh Pathak was organised. Professor Jayesh, who has more than 15 years of 

experience in studying and researching about Bamboo, delivered an important lecture on the 

different types of Bamboo species, their origins and characteristics. This was followed by a 

tour in their bamboo nursery and bamboo-setum where more than 30 types of bamboo species 

were planted. This practical tour cleared a lot of their doubts about the characteristics and 

uses of different types of bamboos, for instance, their misdoubt about the solidness of 

Dendrocalamus stocksii species grown in Kerala which could be used both in furniture and 

structures. Craftsmen interacted with Professor and got clarified on usage, maturity, treatment, 

solidness of stocksii bamboo species and practically understood these aspects on-site where 

stocksii bamboo clumps grown.  

The team also visited a bamboo gazebo structure built by CIBART purposely, since the 

‘Bamboo building construction’ team of artisans were building the exact same gazebo during 

this training.  Seeing the finished gazebo gave them a better and clearer idea about the final 

product and helped them while assembling the gazebo in the end.  

In the afternoon, the team had visited some local sites and visiting the local site seeing areas 

including the famous Dandi beach.  



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ToT on Bamboo furniture making:  

 
 

DATE FURNITURE TEAM - CHAIR FURNITURE TEAM - BENCH 

FURNITURE TEAM - 
ROCKING 
CHAIR 

07.02.2018 

Inauguration event 
organized; Groups formed; 
Selection of bamboos, 
which are suitable for 
furniture components 
making started 

Inauguration event 
organized; Groups formed;  
Selection of bamboos, 
which are suitable for 
furniture components 
making started   

08.02.2018 

Bamboo straightening and 
bending 
for furniture components 

Bamboo straightening and 
bending for furniture 
components   

09.02.2018 Bamboo grinding work  Bamboo grinding work    

10.02.2018 
Fitting of chair backrest 
work 

Structure ready along with 
side frames work started   

11.02.2018 
Structure of front side 
started 

Structure and fitting work 
continued   

12.02.2018 
Structure of front side 
continued 

Structure and fitting work 
continued   

13.02.2018 
Structure and fitting work 
continued 

Structure and fitting work 
continued, Patti cutting 
and fitting work started   

14.02.2018 

Structure and fitting work 
continued in the first 
session. Visit to nearby 
villages showing  traditional 
bamboo craft and articles 
in the second half. 

Ply cutting and sunmica 
fitting work completed in 
the first half. 
Visit to nearby villages 
showing traditional 
bamboo craft.   

15.02.2018 
Patti cutting, bending and 
grinding work 

Finishing of the furniture 
with sandpaper   

16.02.2018 Patti fitting work continued 

Final finishing works 
completed and Product 
made ready; Team started 
working on a new product 

Bamboo selection, 
straightening  
and bending work 
started for Rocking chair  

17.02.2018 

Exposure visit to Navsari 
for a few bamboo 
structures and to Forestry 
college   

Exposure visit to Navsari 
for a few bamboo 
structures and to 
Forestry college 

18.02.2018 Patti fitting work continued   Structure made ready 

19.02.2018 
Final finishing the product 
with sandpaper   

Structure fitting work 
continued 

20.02.2018 Polishing work started    
Patti cutting and fitting 
work started 



21.02.2018 

Final Polishing completed; 
Closing Ceremony 
organized where K-bip Dy. 
Manager was present and 
distributed the certificates.  
Master craftsmen shared 
their learning experience   

Final Polishing 
completed; Closing 
Ceremony organized 
where K-bip Dy. 
Manager was present 
and distributed the 
certificates.  Master 
craftsmen shared their 
learning experience 

22.02.2018 
Departed from Ukai 
workshop for Surat   

Departed from Ukai 
workshop for Surat 

 
 
Following pictures depicting the various activities undertaken during the ToT programme on 

furniture making 

 
 

 



 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

TOT ON GAZEBO STRUCTURING 

 
Schedule of activities during the Structural training as given below:  
 

DATE CONSTRUCTION TEAM - GAZEBO 

07.02.2018 
Inauguration event organized ; Groups formed: Selection of bamboos, which are 
suitable for structural components making started 

08.02.2018 Bamboo straightening for columns making 

09.02.2018 Column making started at factory after sizing and joineries understood 

10.02.2018 Column making continued 

11.02.2018 Column making continued 

12.02.2018 Truss/ beam started after measurement, sizing and joineries understood 

13.02.2018 Truss/ beam continued 

14.02.2018 
Truss/ beam continued in the morning session;  
Visit to nearby villages showing traditional bamboo craft. 

15.02.2018 Structural elements completed & made ready for fixing 

16.02.2018 Excavation work started; field measurement done. 

17.02.2018 Exposure visit to Navsari for a few bamboo structures and to Forestry college 

18.02.2018 Completion of Foundation work; use of materials, precautionery steps clarified;  

19.02.2018 Rafter, beam and railing fitting work started 

20.02.2018 Rafter, beam and railing fitting work continued 

21.02.2018 

Rafter, beam and railing fitting work continued;  
Closing ceremony where Dy. Manager from K-bip was present and distributed the 
certificates.  Master Craftsmen given their feedback 

22.02.2018 Departed from Ukai workshop for Surat 

 
 



            
 
 
 

 



 

 

 



 
 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

CONCLUSION 

 
 
On the last day of the training, a closing ceremony was organized at Ukai centre, where 
Shri.Vanroy, Dy Manager from K-bip _ Kerala Bureau of Industrial Promotion was present 
and distributed the certificates to the Master craftsmen from Kerala who had successfully 
completed the 15 days ToT Programme on structures making and Furniture making. Master 
craftsmen shared their positive feedback and experience in working with solid and small 
diameter bamboo, new designs, techniques on treatment, joinery and assembling. Master 
craftsmen learnt the different species and techniques on using them in furniture components 
development and structural development. They learnt the components making for structures, 
load testing methods and step by step process on both furniture making and structures 
making. It was suggested that post training, the team will develop one structure at home 
using the lessons and practical training undertaken in Gujarat. This training achieved the 
intended outcome of enhancement of skills of the master craftsmen and ability to impart 
these skills to other artisans.  
 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
In the vote of thanks, CIBART team extended best wishes to the Master craftsmen and 
thanked KSBM for this opportunity. 
 


